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An extensive ^-person game is usually described in terms of a finite tree
in an oriented plane. The game involves in its structure the mixed and
behavior strategies of each player closely related to some specified informa-
tion sets. Under the assumption that each move possesses at least two
alternatives, H.W. Kuhn [1] proved the theorem that the game has perfect
recall if and only if, given any mixed strategies μu β2, •••, βn, there may be
associated with them behavior strategies βu /32, •••, /?», each /?,- depending
only on the corresponding mixed strategy /*,-, so that they give rise to the
equalities,

H i ( β u j u 2 , ••-, jUn) = H i ( β u β 2 , •••, / ? « ) , ι" = l , 2 , -.., n ,

where H{ stands for any expected pay-off to the player ί.
In this note we shall generalize the game to an infinite game, and show

that there remains still valid an analogue to Kuhn's theorem just referred
to. However, the term "perfect recall" should be understood in a more gener-
al sense in order to remove the assumption cited above.

§ 1. An infinite extensive w-person game

We shall introduce an infinite extensive game with which we shall be
concerned in this note. To this end, we consider an ordered set (E, <0 with
the properties:

(1) E has the least element x0.

(2) For any x, yeE, if there exists a z e E such that x<z and y<z,
then χ<Lyor y<ίx.

If χ<iγ, we say that x is a predecessor of y, and y is a successor of x.
If x < y and there is no element z: x < z < j , then we say that x is an im-
mediate predecessor of y and y an immediate successor of x.

(3) Every x e E except x0 has a unique immediate predecessor which will
be denoted by f(x).

(4) Every x e E has an immediate successor, and the set f~1(χ) is finite.

(5) For each x e E, there is an integer m^>0 such that fm(x) = x0, where
f° denotes the identical mapping.
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From these assumptions one can easily verify that y<^x holds if and
only if there exists a non-negative integer k such that y=fk(x).

In what follows, any element of E will be referred to as a position. The
position x0 is called the initial position, and y£f~ι{χ) an alternative of the
position x. A play π is understood as an infinite sequence of positions {xr}
such that f(χr+ι) = χr We shall then write π = (x0, xι, •••) and π(m) — xm.
Denote by P the set of all the plays and by P(χ) the set of all the plays con-
taining x. Put Em={x\fm(x) = x0}. We shall say that x is of rank m if x e
Em. The left section at x will be understood as the set{fk(x)}o^k^m if x e Em.
Since Em is a finite set, it may be considered a compact space with discrete

OO

topology, so the product space JJ Em will be compact and metrizable. Then,
« m m = 0

as a closed subset of JJ Em, P is also compact.
m = 0

The set E with the following specifications (I) and (II) will be called an
infinite extensive zi-person game.

(I) A partition of the positions into n indexed sets Si, •••, Sn. Each Si
admits a partition {5-j}y=i,2,... satisfying the conditions:

(i) No two positions of S j lie on the same play.
(ii) Every x e S j has the same finite number of alternatives depending

only on Sj

{. We associate with Sj

{ the indexing set /j = {1, 2, ..., 1I{ |} and fix
once for all the ordering of the alternatives of x: x^, x ( 2 ), , X(\i{\y The set S{
is called the information set of the player ί. We shall say that Sj is trivial
if | / ί l = l .

(II) Pay-off functions hi, •••, hn. They are real-valued continuous func-
tions defined on P, where hi(π) denotes the pay-off to the player ί when the play
π is realized.

The product Σί = /7 ^i: m a y be regarded as the set of mappings σ{: Sί->
a{ e /•}, y = l, 2, .... A mapping <r, is called a pure strategy for the player i.
We write σx = (σ j)y=i,2,..., and define the mapping σ, : Λ; e 5-5--> (̂̂ ), 7 = 1, 2, ....
The set 2f becomes a compact space with the usual product topology. For
any compact space Ω we shall use the notation AfJ" (ώ) to denote the set of all
the probability laws on Ω, the positive Radon measures of mass 1. Any β{ e
-Wί(Σi) is called a mixed strategy for the player ί. A class of mixed strategies
Pi, i = l, ..., 71, determines a product probability law β = βι xju2x ••• x ̂  β

where Σ is the compact space Σ i χ Σ2X ••• xΣ»
Let β{ e Aίί(/{), 7 = 1, 2, .... The family {/9{}y=1,2,... determines a product

probability law βi = -/J β{ e MίCΣO Thus /?,- is a special mixed strategy for

the player ί and called a behavior strategy for the player ί.
Given any (T = (0Ί, σ2, ••, σw) 6 Σ ? we define ?(#) ==£,•(#) for Λ; e 5y. Noting

that /o(T is the identical mapping, we see that 6 determines a unique play
πσ = (x0, G(XQ), ζ[2(χo), •••)• Let u be the mapping (7->πσ from Σ o n t o P. We
can conclude that u must be continuous. This is because of the facts that
the family {P(χ)}xeE forms a basis of the space P and that u~ι(P(x)) is written
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as the product Ax x A2 x x An of open cylinder sets Au A2, .. , An, contained

respectively in Σu Σ2, •••, Σ» Here, by a cylinder set in Σk we mean Σk

or a set of the form {ff* e Σk\<ϊk1:=vuσk2 = V2, ••-, σ|m = vw}. The image measure

a* 0 0 of β = βiXβ2x •••Xβn, βi£ Mι(Σd, i = ^ 2 , •••> ̂ > ί s defined by the for-

mula

(a) \ h(π)du*(β) = \ h(u(<J))dβ
Σ

for any continuous function h on P. If h is a pay-off function to the player

ί, then the integral \ h(π)du*(β) is an expected value of the pay-off to the

player ί corresponding to the given mixed strategies μu β2> , βn. Since

P(x) is open and closed, we may take the characteristic function of P(x) for

h. We see from the equation (a) that u*(β)(P(x)) = β(u~1(P(x))).

As an immediate consequence of the equation (α), we have

LEMMA 1. Let β = βι x β2 x ••• x βn, βf = β[xβ2x -•• xβr

n where β{, β\ e

Mι(Σi), ϊ = l, 2, •••, 7i. Tfeβ^ u*(β) = u*(βf) if and only if β(u~1(P(x))) =

βf(u~1(Pίx))) for every x e E.

§2. A generalization of Kuhn's theorem

We shall continue to use the same notation as before. For our later

purpose we begin with the definition of perfect recall.

Put S{v = {yeE\ y>χ{v) for some xe S{} for l<v<\I{\.

We shall say that the player ί has perfect recall if S{vr\SPiΦφ implies 5-jO

Spι for any two non trivial S j , Sp

9 and that the game has perfect recall if each

player has perfect recall. The notation 5f>5{ will be used if there exists a

p e I{ such that S jOS?.

LEMMA 2. Suppose a player ί has perfect recall. Given a non trivial S{\

there exists a family of non trivial information sets {S{\ S{\ •••, S p} with the

properties:

(2) For any xe S{\ {S{\ S{\ •••, S{k} is the maximal family of non

trivial information sets for the player ί which intersect the left section at x.

PROOF. Let F—{S{\ S{\ ••-, S{k} be the maximal family determined by

the property (2) for an x e S{\ Since the player ί has perfect recall, it is

clear t h a t F is independent of the choice of the position x e 5^ ° and j o y ••-, j k

can be so arranged t h a t (1) holds. Thus the proof is completed.

Let Si0 be a non trivial information set and x G 5-j0. Then u~1(P(x)) is
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of the form Aλ x A2 x >< An where each Ak is a cylinder set in Σk Suppose
the player ί has perfect recall. If we use the notation in Lemma 2, we can
write Ai={Ji€ Σi\^Ji1 = ^i, •••, 0"ί* = y*} where vu ..., vk are chosen so that
SJi0CSSiil9 • ••, S^-'CSi^. This shows that A{ is independent of the choice of
x e S{\ This fact will be used in the proof of the following theorem 1.

Let us denote by β\\β^ /?,- c Λ?1ΛΣZ ), the product probability law obtained
from β — βι x • x /ii x x βn by replacing β{ by /9, .

THEOREM 1. A player ί has perfect recall if and only if for any β — βχX
• x βn, βj ζ MI(ΣJ), 7 = 1, 2, , n, there exists a behavior strategy /?,- depending
only on β{ such that

PROOF. Necessity. Take any S j . If it is trivial, we put β{(l) = 1. Other-
wise, let x e Si and u~ι(P(x)) = Ax x A2x ••• x An. As remarked above, J , is
independent of the choice of x a Sj

{. Put Aiv = ΛiΓ\{<Ti e Σιi\G{ = v\ a n d define

#00 =

βlUώ

77

Denote by /?,• the behavior strategy determined by {β{}. We shall show that
βi satisfies the above condition. For any x' e E writs

u - 1 ( P ( x ' ) ) = A[x A ' 2 x ••• x A'n

w h e r e A\ is of t h e f o r m {(7,- c Σ/l ί J ' ί 1 = 1Ί> ••••> β{k= v*}. I t wil l suffice t o s h o w
= /S,-(^; ), for t h e n

= u*(β\\βi)(P(x')).

We write

Then B\ι + v = B\'Jltl. If /ί, (B< ") = 0 for some Z, then either there is Z', 1<;Z'
<Z, such that A ( - B Ϊ ' / ) ) > 0 and A, (-B;''+ 1 )) = 0 or /?KϊΊ) = A. (-δίυ) = 0. In these
cases, /9,(^{) = A ( ^ ί ) = 0 . If /<i(Bi")>0 for each l<,k, then
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Sufficiency. Suppose the contrary. Then there would exist non trivial
information sets Sp

i9 S
J

{ such that S\ΦSp

iV9 while S^'ΓλSiΦφ for some v' e
I\. Let x e S{r\Sp

iV' and ye S?\Sp

iv>. Let v" e I?\{v'} be chosen so that ye
Sp

v» whenever possible, otherwise v" is arbitrary. Put βk = βk for kφί,
where βk are all uniform. To define juh we consider β and β'\ with the pro-
perties: β'i

p(vf) = β'i
i(l) = βf(v") = βf(2) = l and β\\ βf are all uniform for

Iφp, j . Put fii=-2~(β'i + βf). Then, by assumption, there exists a β{ such
that u*(ju) = u*(ju\\βi). We have only to show that this leads to a contradic-
tion. As already observed, u~\P(x)) can be written in the form Aλx A2x -•-
xAn, Λk being a cylinder set in Σk uniquely determined by the position x.
Since //βk(Ak)φ0, from the equalities u*(ju)(P(x)) = βi(Ai)// βk{Ak) and

u* (β\\ί) (P(ΛO) = Λ U , ) 77 βu (Ak\ it follows that β{(A{) = β{(Ad Hence for
kΦi

x 6 SJ

i9 if A/ (Λi)Φ09 we must have

" β(u~KP(x))) - β{(Ad

where we have written An = AiΓ\{(Jie Σ/I^ί = l}j o r more precisely βi(ϊ) =

Using this formula, we calcu-

late β'iOO in two ways with the aid of the positions x, γ:

nl,^ u(u-\P(xa,)))

0 if yG Si,

4-if y*sξ.v

which is a contradiction. Thus the proof is completed.

As a consequence of Theorem 1, we can show a generalization of Kuhn's

theorem which can be stated in the following

THEOREM 2. The game has perfect recall if and only if to every βi e
-M"ΐ(Σί) there corresponds a behavior strategy βi such that u*(β) = u*(β) where

n and β = βi x β2* ••• >< βn.

PROOF. Necessity. Every player ί has perfect recall, so that by Theorem
1 there corresponds to every βi a behavior strategy ft such that u*(β) =
u*(u\\βi) f o r a n y given βh kφί. Let μ{ 6 M\(Σd be given for i = l9 2, ..., n.
We take β{ for each βi as stated just above. Then we have
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Sufficiency. We shall show that any assigned player ί has perfect recall.
For kφί, we take βk = βk such that β[ are all uniform. For such a μk a cor-
responding behavior strategy must be βk itself. One can easily verify this
statement. Then the proof of the second part of the preceding theorem
shows us that the player ί has perfect recall, which was to be proved.
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